Manchester Police Department
Motor Vehicle Theft YTD

Offense Map

Motor Vehicle Theft YTD

The information above is specific to the offenses of Theft of a motor vehicle from the Town of Manchester. It does not include the Theft from a Motor Vehicle or Theft of Motor Vehicle parts.

*For offense definitions see [https://ucr.fbi.gov/nibrs/2012/resources/nibrs-offense-definitions](https://ucr.fbi.gov/nibrs/2012/resources/nibrs-offense-definitions)
Manchester Police Department

Thefts from MV and Thefts of MV Parts

Offense Map

- Theft From Vehicle
- Theft of MV Parts or Accessories

*Arrests by age group* total may be different than *Cleared by arrest* total. A single person arrested for multiple thefts will result in a single Arrest by age group number. The information above is specific to the offenses of Theft from a motor vehicle (Burglary of a Motor Vehicle and Theft of Motor Vehicle Parts (Catalytic converters, etc). It does not include the Theft of a Motor Vehicle.

For offense definitions see https://ucr.fbi.gov/nibrs/2012/resources/nibrs-offense-definitions